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An imaging technique associating a slowly intermittent contact mode of atomic force microscopy

(AFM) with a home-made multi-purpose resistance sensing device is presented. It aims at extend-

ing the widespread resistance measurements classically operated in contact mode AFM to broaden

their application fields to soft materials (molecular electronics, biology) and fragile or weakly anch-

ored nano-objects, for which nanoscale electrical characterization is highly demanded and often

proves to be a challenging task in contact mode. Compared with the state of the art concerning less

aggressive solutions for AFM electrical imaging, our technique brings a significantly wider range

of resistance measurement (over 10 decades) without any manual switching, which is a major

advantage for the characterization of materials with large on-sample resistance variations. After

describing the basics of the set-up, we report on preliminary investigations focused on academic

samples of self-assembled monolayers with various thicknesses as a demonstrator of the imaging

capabilities of our instrument, from qualitative and semi-quantitative viewpoints. Then two appli-

cation examples are presented, regarding an organic photovoltaic thin film and an array of individ-

ual vertical carbon nanotubes. Both attest the relevance of the technique for the control and

optimization of technological processes. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4953870]

For the last two decades, conducting probe Atomic

Force Microscope (cp-AFM) has proved to be a versatile and

powerful tool for the simultaneous measurement of topogra-

phy and various electrical properties (resistance, capacitance,

potential, etc.) at nanometer scale on a wide variety of mate-

rials and devices. Regarding local resistance—or conductiv-

ity—measurements, various techniques based on different

sensors and amplifiers have been proposed, depending on the

current range aimed at.1–6 However in all these historical

current-sensing techniques, AFM was operated in its stand-

ard contact mode, namely, in the repulsive-force regime,

which is not well-suited for studying delicate samples such

as ultrathin organic layers or fragile or poorly anchored

nano-objects, very sensitive to the lateral shear forces result-

ing from the scanning motion. These forces not only can

damage such samples but also the particles or debris pro-

duced can stick to the tip apex thus impairing measurement

quality. The noncontact mode is a radical mean to prevent

such degradations by the complete suppression of their

cause, but to the detriment of the resolution and preventing

any conductivity measurement. Alternatively, a solution

based on the excitation of a torsional resonance of the canti-

lever has been proposed to achieve lower force scanning

while maintaining the tip in the near-field but has remained

less used, although compatible with electrical mapping.7

Finally, the introduction of intermittent contact modes

brought a neat compromise solution for a significant reduc-

tion of lateral forces, allowing non-destructive multipurpose

imaging on delicate samples.

The common principle of these modes consists of oscil-

lating the probe or the sample in close proximity to each

other so that the tip furtively hits the sample surface at each

period of oscillation. In the most utilized intermittent tech-

nique, referred to as “tapping-mode,”8 a quite stiff AFM can-

tilever is oscillated near its flexural resonance frequency

(typically in the range of 100–300 kHz) and the feedback pa-

rameter is usually the amplitude reduction of cantilever

vibration. This operating mode offers a high spatial resolu-

tion by allowing the use of sharper tips than in the contact

mode, but has the disadvantage that the normal force acting

on the sample surface is difficult to quantify. Furthermore,

the extremely short contact duration (typically less than 1 ls)

is a serious impediment to proper conductivity measure-

ments with acceptable signal-to-noise ratio.9 That is why

techniques involving much lower operating frequencies
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(typically 102 to a few 103 Hz) have been preferred for simul-

taneous topography and conductivity measurement in an

intermittent mode,10,11 some being currently commercially

available.11 These techniques were all inspired by the

so-called pulsed force mode (PFM) non-resonant actuation

concept, originally developed for local mechanical investiga-

tion.12,13 From the electrical viewpoint, the main commer-

cially available systems14–16 are associated with linear

amplification based devices; as a result, their measurement

range is restricted to 3–4 orders of magnitude—possibly

shifted by manual switching. As a break with this state of the

art, we propose in this paper to associate the PFM actuation

with a specifically adapted version of our conversion and

amplification (not logarithmic but of log-type) module

named “Resiscope,”6 providing as a result direct resistance

measurements over 10 orders of magnitude without any op-

erator intervention. In addition, we bring the possibility to

precisely define for each intermittency cycle the moment at

which the electrical information is collected, which is of cru-

cial importance concerning a log-like signal (see below).

The basic principle of the PFM mode consists of intro-

ducing a sinusoidal modulation on the AFM z-piezo at a fre-

quency between 100 Hz and 2 kHz (far below cantilever

fundamental resonance), with the amplitude adjusted so that

the tip jumps in and off contact every cycle. The maximum

repulsive force is measured from the deflection signal and

used as a feedback parameter, ensuring well-controlled scan

conditions for delicate samples. In the standard use of PFM,

the succession of so obtained force-distance curves is ana-

lyzed to produce images of local stiffness and adhesion

simultaneously with topography. Besides these mechanical

data—not considered further in the paper—specific investi-

gations regarding electrical properties can be achieved by

using conducting probes. When a DC bias voltage is applied

between tip and sample, a current may flow during the brief

contact time of each cycle (typical duration of tens or hun-

dreds of ls), depending on the local conductivity. The mea-

surement of this intermittent current is a challenging task

compared with the case of permanent contact mode initially

addressed by our amplification and conversion Resiscope de-

vice,6 which practically brought us to upgrade it with some

adaptions. In particular, its electronic circuit was redesigned

to minimize parasitic capacitances and thus reduce time con-

stant. Moreover, the careful observation of deflection and

current signals with an oscilloscope revealed that the tip/

sample resistance generally reaches its minimum value after

maximum force has occurred, with a time shift (Dt) much

longer than the Resiscope response time itself (which is

about 20 ls). This time shift was found to depend on the

sample nature (measurements were made on evaporated Au,

cleaved HOPG, and doped Si as reference samples) and to

decrease when the actuation frequency or amplitude is

decreased. At the moment, its origin is not clearly identified

and is still under investigation. As a pragmatic mean to over-

come this impediment, we synchronized signal acquisition

the closest to the minimum resistance, rather than with the

force peak as could have been done intuitively. It is worth

noting that an integration over all or part of the force cycle

duration, as is common practice with linear amps, would be

nonsense for our log-like signal. As a result of these

optimizations, the modified Resiscope enables to cover 10

decades from 102 to 1012 X (or 103 to 1013 X in a variant

ranging version) for PFM operating frequencies up to 2 kHz.

The rest of the measurement platform, i.e., the microscopy

core was composed of commercial equipments, namely, an

Agilent Technologies 5500 AFM system to which a fully ad-

justable analog PFM apparatus from Witec was added as

external module. A schematic view of the experimental set-

up is presented in Figure 1(a). Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show

examples of time evolution of measured signals and of resist-

ance map, respectively, for a reference HOPG sample.

On such a sample, the resistance values are found less

than an order of magnitude higher in PFM than in contact

mode for low setpoint forces (nN range) and same tip. This

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic view of the PFM-AFM-Resiscope set-up we used for

local resistance measurements in intermittent contact mode. The small graph

on the left side shows the successive phases of a deflection versus time curve,

i.e., tip approach without interaction ‹, jump-to-contact ›, maximum of repul-

sive force fi, adhesion peak at withdrawal fl, and jump-off and free cantilever

oscillation �. (b) Example of oscilloscope capture illustrating a variation of

more than 2 decades between Log(R) at the maximum deflection and the mini-

mum value of Log(R); the corresponding time shift Dt is about 160 ls, that is

to say, more than 8 times the Resiscope response time (HOPG sample, PtIr

coated tip, f¼ 512 Hz, Fmax¼ 300 nN. (c) Example of topography and resist-

ance images (HOPG sample, Cr/Pt coated tip, f¼ 540 Hz, Fmax¼ 150 nN).

243101-2 Vecchiola et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 108, 243101 (2016)
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differential declines when setpoint force is increased (tens or

hundreds of nN). We think that the lowering of resistance

values in contact mode compared with PFM is simply due to

friction which increases the tip-sample contact area.

In order to prove the ability of our instrumentation to get

some qualitative and even semi-quantitative electrical informa-

tion on fragile samples, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of

alkanethiols with various chain lengths deposited on the gold-

coated substrates were chosen as demonstration objects. SAMs

are indeed a quite simple mean to get ideal reference large-

sized surfaces with high molecular organisation and well-

defined thickness. SAMs of unsaturated or saturated thiols

have been extensively considered as model systems to investi-

gate electron transport mechanisms through ultrathin molecu-

lar films by various methods.17–23 For such a situation of a

molecular layer with a wide gap between its highest occupied

molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular

orbital (LUMO), as is the case of alkanethiols, sandwiched

between two metal contacts, the conduction mechanism is

expected to be direct tunnelling,23 with resistance increasing

exponentially with molecular length l following the law

R / exp ðblÞ, the so-called attenuation factor b being larger

for saturated alkanethiols than for conjugated ones.

Practically our SAMs were formed by CH3�(CH2)n�SH

molecules with n¼ 5, 7, 9, 11, or 13, hereafter referred to as

the number of carbon atoms in their chains, i.e., as C6, C8,

C10, C12, C14 samples, respectively. Monolayers were

formed immersing gold substrates cleaned using piranha solu-

tion into 1 mM ethanol solutions containing alkylthiols of dif-

ferent chain lengths. After 16 h the samples were rinsed with

ethanol and blown dry under nitrogen. The quality of the

SAM monolayers was checked by contact angle measure-

ments and AFM. Samples had contact angles between 102�

and 109� for all chain lengths (C6-C14).

To avoid contamination or possible degradation at room

atmosphere, SAM samples were stored in a nitrogen box up

to PFM-Resiscope measurements. The best-suited experimen-

tal conditions for these layers were: use of probes with Cr/Pt

conductive coating and low stiffness cantilevers (0.2 N/m),

maximum normal force of 25 nN, operating PFM frequency

of 1600 Hz and sample to tip polarization of 1 V. From 3 to 5

rectangular scans of 1 lm � 0.5 lm were performed on each

surface. All the topography maps revealed the small grain

structure of the substrate (30 nm sputtered gold on silicon), as

illustrated by the height image of a C10 sample presented in

Figure 2. A Gaussian law can satisfactorily fit the distribution

of heights derived from these maps with a FWHM (full width

at half maximum) ranging between 0.4 nm and 0.7 nm. This

value is comparable to that obtained for 30 nm bare gold

reference samples.

Figure 3 shows using the same color scale typical resist-

ance maps obtained for the 5 chain lengths studied. For each

image, tens of thousands measurement points are involved

(512 � 256), so that the mean value of Log(R) is a statistical

meaningful electrical characterization parameter. Figure 4

represents the calculated mean Log(R) values as a function

of the SAM chain length; the error bars correspond to the

associated standard deviations; for each chain length, data

correspond to different zones of the same sample and have

been slightly shifted for clarity. One can observe that the

FIG. 2. Typical topography map (1 lm � 0.5 lm) obtained by PFM-

Resiscope with a Cr/Pt-coated tip on a C10 sample, showing the small grains

of the gold substrate. In this case, the FWHM parameter of the Gaussian dis-

tribution of heights is 0.54 nm.

FIG. 3. Typical resistance maps (1 lm � 0.5 lm) obtained by PFM-

Resiscope with a Cr/Pt-coated tip on the series of alkanethiol SAMs with 5

different chain lengths.

FIG. 4. Summing-up of mean Log(R) values (square symbols, slightly

shifted along each C number for clarity, 1 sample per C number, from 3 to

5 zones per sample) and associated standard deviation (error bars) calcu-

lated from the resistance maps obtained by PFM-Resiscope on the SAMs

layers, and linear fit of the data (dotted line). The deduced attenuation fac-

tor is b¼ 1.04/C atom (0.83 Å�1), in agreement with the values reported in

the literature.
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mean values data are quite well linearly fitted, with a typical

attenuation factor b of 1.04 per C atom, that is to say,

0.83 Å�1, which is in accordance with the results reported in

the literature using a cp-AFM with a metal-coated tip to

form metal-molecule-metal junctions in a configuration simi-

lar to ours.17,18 The large dispersion of Log(R) values (from

0.7 to 1.8) can be attributed to the height variations associ-

ated with the gold grains structure depicted above. In fact, by

considering the cartographies of “error signal” (i.e., the dif-

ference between theoretical setpoint deflection and actual

measured deflection) associated with each image, we

inferred that slight variations of the actual maximum force

may occur for the highest grains. Such brief and tiny devia-

tions of maximum force are significant enough to induce

small variations in the SAM layers squeezing, with exponen-

tial repercussion on the tunnelling current. Typical SAMs

defects such as molecular packing or tilt angle variation can

also contribute to resistance dispersion.

Beyond academic samples like SAMs, Resiscope in

intermittent mode may open up interesting prospect for con-

crete technological applications, such as organic solar cells

which are extensively studied in the race to low-cost solu-

tions for solar energy harvesting. As a meaningful example,

we propose to have an insight into imaging one of the most

common active layers involved in these devices. It consists

of a blend of poly (3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), a conjugated

polymer acting as a donor, and [6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric

acid methyl ester (PCBM), a fullerene derivative acting as

acceptor, both organized in two three-dimensional interpene-

trating networks named bulk heterojunctions (BHJ). The size

and relative spatial arrangement of donor and acceptor

phases result from elaboration parameters and have a deci-

sive influence on the final solar cell efficiency. In order to

simplify the sample structure, the PEDOT:PSS (poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate) classically

used in solar cells as a hole transport underlayer has been

intentionally omitted. AFM appears as an ideal tool for the

characterization of such BHJ blend at nanoscale. However,

contact mode often proves to be poorly suited for polymer

samples;24 thus in a the reference paper by Dante et al., the

authors combined tapping mode AFM for morphological

imaging and contact conducting-AFM for charge transport

study.25 Far from a very extensive work, we only intend

hereafter showing that the Resiscope in a pulsed force mode

can bring a relevant answer in such a challenging situation.

Our P3HT:PCBM films (90 nm thick) were obtained by

spin-coating of a 1,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB from Sigma

Aldrich) solution of the two organic components onto an in-

dium tin oxide (ITO)-covered glass substrate. Preliminary to

electrical measurements, we established that a force setpoint

of 50 nN can be used in PFM without causing any apparent

damage to the samples, whereas a 5 nN force in contact

mode proves to be enough to degrade surfaces. Figure 5

shows typical 2 lm � 2 lm topography and resistance maps

obtained with a PtIr-coated tip biased at �3 V (pulsed force

modulation frequency 2 kHz, force setpoint 50 nN, scan rate

0.5 line/s). The topography image reveals granular features

attributed to P3HT and/or PCBM aggregates. The electrical

contrast of the resistance image, covering about 4 decades,

has no clear correlation with height data and exhibits a

distribution of higher conductivity spots. Considering Figure

6, the energy levels of the HOMO and the LUMO of P3HT

and PCBM, compared to PtIr and ITO work functions, one

can verify that the HOMO of P3HT closely matches PtIr and

ITO Fermi levels. Therefore, holes are the majority carriers

and lower resistance areas (higher currents) come from hole

transport along the P3HT, thus revealing P3HT domains ver-

tically connected to the back ITO electrode. Conversely,

higher resistance regions correspond either to PCBM

domains or to non-connected materials. These qualitative

results are comparable with those reported in Ref. 24 for a

Pt-coated probe and provide valuable information for opti-

mizing the active layer elaboration.

Finally, our third demonstrating example deals with

imaging extremely brittle nano-objects: individual vertical

carbon nanotubes (v-CNTs), 50–70 nm in diameter and about

500 nm in height, grown on a discoid TiN layer (Fig. 7, top

left picture). Such v-CNTs were elaborated for field effect

high-density electronic emission devices according to

described procedures.26 The resistance maps obtained on

each v-CNT with typical maximum force between 5 and 10

nN (Fig. 7, top right picture), proved to be reproducible over

several successive scans without any alteration (verified

through height profiles), with resistance variations over 5–6

decades, which cannot be reached with a linear amp based

device. Conversely, when operating in contact mode at the

same forces, the nanotubes are systematically broken from

the first scan. These results emphasize the relevance of the

proposed technique for wide range of measurements on very

sensitive devices.

FIG. 5. Typical topography and resistance maps obtained by PFM-

Resiscope with a PtIr-coated tip (�3 V biased) on a P3HT:PCBM solar cell

active layer on ITO/glass substrate.

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of energy levels (non contacting materials, refer-

enced with respect to vacuum).
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In conclusion, we report in this paper on a cp-AFM tech-

nique associating “pulsed-force mode” intermittent AFM

actuation with a home-made device allowing extremely

wide-range (10 decades) local resistance measurements on

sensitive samples. Study of self-assembled monolayers

(SAMs) of alkanethiols with various chains verified that the

measured resistance increases following the expected expo-

nential variation with molecular length and evidenced the

ability of our technique to get semi-quantitative results. On a

more concrete application, our technique has proved to

match up to state-of-art results obtained in contact mode on

an organic absorber layer for solar cells (P3HT:PCBM

blend), but in our case, with the considerable advantage of

no degrading the sample surface as well as tip apex coating.

Finally, using a much more original sample consisting in an

array of vertical carbon nanotubes, we have demonstrated

the usefulness of the large dynamic range of resistance

offered by our set-up on extremely sensitive devices. Further

work will be devoted to get a deeper understanding of the

intermittent nanocontact physics (in particular, elucidating

the origin of the offset between deflection and current sig-

nals) and its applicability to other fragile materials.
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FIG. 7. Application of the PFM-Resiscope technique (max force 5–10 nN)

for imaging individual vertical carbon nanotubes. The top left scanning elec-

tron microscopy image shows one of these nano-objects. The top right image

corresponds to a typical resistance map, which proved to be reproducible

over several successive scans (7 in the present case). The resistance profile

(bottom curve) reveals variations over 5 decades. The height profile (upper

line) allows to verify that the object is not altered by the scan. Conversely,

when operating in contact mode at the same force, the nanotube is broken

from the first scan.
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